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TIME BOMBS
One Question That Changes Everything

ONE QUESTION THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING:
What is the ____________________ thing to do?

My ____________________ is made up of my ____________________.

What I make of my life is determined by how I ____________________ my time.

Time is the only resource we can’t get ____________________ of, and we can’t 
completely ____________________ how much we’ll have.

A person’s days are determined; you have decreed the number of his months and 
have set limits he cannot exceed. 
Job 14:5 (NIV)

Show me, Lord, my life’s end and the number of my days; let me know how fleeting 
my life is. 
Psalm 39:4 (NIV)

Teach us to number our days, that we may gain a heart of wisdom. 
Psalm 90:12 (NIV)

We are ____________________ when we understand our time on earth is 
____________________.

FOUR OBSERVATIONS ABOUT TIME:

• Consistent deposits of time—over time—are ____________________. 

• ____________________ is cumulative.

• ____________________ has no long-term value.

• I can’t make up for ____________________ time in the areas that are 
____________________ ____________________.

Be very careful, then, how you live - not as unwise, but as wise, making the most of 
every opportunity, because the days are evil.
Ephesians 5:15-17 (NIV)

If I spend my time the way culture wants, 
I will __________________ my ________________.

If I waste my time,  
I will ____________________ that part of my ____________________. You can listen to today's teaching or share this with a friend by visiting us online at 

westsideleavenworth.com/listen.
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TEACHING BIG IDEA:
I am wise when I make the most of my time by ____________________ my time 
in what matters ____________________.

• Prioritize ____________________ before ____________________.

• Don’t let what’s ____________________ displace who’s ____________________. 

In light of my past experiences, current situations, and future hopes and dreams, 
what daily deposits of time do I need to make:

____________________  

____________________ 
 

____________________ 

____________________ 


